




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































/ TXO ≈ 0\]TXO&

























!" Multiplicative)scaling:&the&altered&BIC&&!'9,Q&is&defined&as:&&!'9,Q(!"#) = j ∗
&!')<lPlh9,(!"#)&where&j&is&the&scaling&factor.)
!" ITD)shift:)the&altered&BIC&is&defined&as&&!'9,Q(!"#) = 0&!')<lPlh9, !"# − m &where&m&
is&the&value&of&the&ITD&shift.)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































surgical$ microscope$ to$ confirm$ that$ tympanic$ membranes$ and$ external$ ear$ canals$ were$
intact$ and$ free$ of$ pathology.$ ABR$ recordings$ were$ collected$ under$ ketamine/xylazine$
anesthesia$ delivered$ intraperitoneally$ at$ levels$ matching$ the$ University$ of$ Colorado$ –$
Anschutz$ Medical$ Campus$ OLAR$ formulary$ for$ surgicalDlevel$ anesthesia$ (e.g.$ 70mg/kg$
ketamine$ +$ 7mg/kg$ xylazine$ for$ the$ guinea$ pig).$ During$ recording$ sessions,$ physiological$
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temperature$ was$ maintained$ using$ a$ warm$ water$ heating$ pad.$ Heart$ rate,$ and$ bloodD




The$BIC$acquisition$system$used$ for$ this$ study$ replicates$ that$of$Beutelmann$et$al.$
(2015).$Presentation$of$stimuli$and$acquisition$of$evoked$potentials$was$performed$via$an$
RME$ (Haimhausen,$ Germany)$ Hammerfall$ Multiface$ II$ sound$ card$ (sample$ rate$ 48$ kHz)$
controlled$by$a$PC$running$custom$MATLAB$(The$Mathworks,$Inc.,$Natick,$MA)$software$in$a$





with$ a$ different$ audiogram,$ABR$ thresholds$ differed$ to$ a$ small$ degree.$ 1000$ artifactDfree$
repetitions$ (excluding$ EKG$ artifactDrejections)$ were$ presented$ for$ each$ monaural$ and$
binaural$condition,$which$is$sufficient$to$achieve$a$satisfactory$signalDtoDnoise$ratio$by$signal$





Stimuli$ were$ presented$ through$ custom$machined$ stainless$ steel$ insert$ earpieces$
using$ TDT$ System$ 3$ (Tucker$ Davis$ Technologies,$ Inc.,$ Alachua,$ FL,$ USA)$ CF1$ speakers$
powered$by$a$TDT$SA1$amplifier.$Sound$level$and$phase$were$calibrated$for$each$session$via$
Etymotic$ Research$ (Elk$ Grove$ Village,$ IL,$ USA)$ ERD7C$ microphones,$ with$ probe$ tubes$
integrated$into$the$ear$bar$apparatus$and$probe$tube$aperture$positioned$~2$mm$into$the$
ear$canal.$The$calibration$was$applied$using$a$129$tap$minimum$phase$filter,$which$ensures$
the$ quality$ delivery$ of$ a$ temporally$ precise$ click$ (see$ Beutelmann$ et$ al.$ 2015$ for$ more$
details).$The$microphones$were$kept$ in$place$during$the$experiment$and$their$output$was$
recorded$ simultaneously$ with$ the$ ABR$ signal$ to$ ensure$ signal$ fidelity$ throughout$ the$
duration$of$each$experiment.$The$absolute$sound$pressure$level$was$referenced$to$a$1$kHz$
tone.$ Electroencephalographic$ recordings$ were$ made$ with$ platinum$ subdermal$ needle$
electrodes$ (FDE2D12$ electrodes,$ Grass$ Technologies,$ West$Warwick,$ RI,$ USA)$ at$ the$ apex$
(active)$and$nape$of$the$neck$(reference)$with$a$hind$leg$ground$(see$Figure$2.1B$in$Chapter$
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thereafter).!The!trend!of!decreasing!number!of!animals!exhibiting!significant!PPI!was!
significant!when!tested!by!ANOVA![F(11,!228)!=!2.03,!p!=!0.0266],!however!a!more!
conservative!Bonferroni!postOhoc!analysis!with!a!correction!for!multiple!comparisons!
revealed!no!significant!differences!between!the!number!of!animals!performing!significantly!
across!any!angle!on!a!given!day!over!the!course!of!the!experiment!series.!
4.4(Discussion(
An!8Oweek!unilateral!conductive!hearing!loss!in!mature!adult!animals!due!to!an!ear!
plug!did!not!yield!a!discernable!change!to!the!“tuning”!of!the!DN1OtoOITD!relationship!for!
any!Gaussian!fit!parameter.!Similarly,!no!discriminable!change!to!the!DN1OtoOITD!
relationship!occurred!after!a!subsequent!8!weeks!recovery!from!conductive!hearing!loss,!
despite!an!apparent!increase!in!variability.!It!should!be!plainly!stated!here!that!BIC!
measurements!are!inherently!variable,!as!was!the!focus!of!the!study!elaborated!in!Chapter!
2!(Ferber!et!al.!2016).!DN1!amplitude,!as!well!as!the!Gaussian!fit!parameters!describing!the!
dependence!of!DN1!on!ITD,!certainly!do!vary!both!between!and!within!subjects,!but!as!was!
also!demonstrated!in!Chapter!2,!such!alterations!should!be!also!detectable!despite!inherent!
variability,!especially!alterations!to!DN1OvsOITD!curve!width!and!center.!!
The!8Oweek!conductive!hearing!loss!likewise!did!not!negatively!impact!behavioral!
sound!source!discrimination,!for!any!angle.!Rather,!more!animals!could!discriminate!a!
change!in!sound!source!location!at!any!angle!after!wearing!an!earplug!for!8!weeks!than!they!
could!before,!which!might!indicate!a!training!effect!of!the!task!(and!is!further!evidence!that!
CHL!did!not!impact!spatial!hearing!or!its!mechanisms!in!adult!animals).!Indeed!if!anything!–!
and!though!not!significant!–!behavioral!discrimination!appears!to!trend!toward!slight!
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improvement!for!several!weeks!at!every!angle!following!unilateral!conductive!hearing!loss!
until!eventually!degrading!approximately!to!baseline.!One!potential!explanation!for!the!
paradoxical!improvement!in!behavioral!ability!in!the!three!weeks!following!unilateral!
conductive!hearing!loss!is!that!animals!may!be!performing!the!task!monaurally,!detecting!a!
change!in!amplitude!received!at!one!or!both!ears.!This!seems!unlikely,!though,!as!the!
control!earplug!experiment!described!in!section!4.2.4!(Figure!4.2)!demonstrates!that!a!
hearing!loss!that!disrupts!binaural!hearing!also!impairs!performance!in!the!behavioral!task,!
at!least!in!the!short!term.!On!the!other!hand,!it!is!possible!that!this!impairment!dissipates!
after!an!extended!binaural!disruption.!Another!possible!explanation,!however,!is!that!
animals!may!be!exhibiting!an!increased!sensitivity!to!any!acoustic!change,!possibly!due!to!
increased!sensitivity!in!a!hyperacusisOtype!mechanism!(e.g.!Maslin!et!al.!2015).!
As!has!been!mentioned!several!times,!the!results!of!this!experimental!series!were!
highly!variable!and!without!a!discernable!pattern,!despite!great!effort!to!maintain!a!high!
level!of!experimental!integrity!and!intense!care!for!maintaining!the!animals!and!their!ear!
plugs.!This!experimental!series!experienced!several!large!sources!of!variability.!Most!
notably,!four!of!the!five!animals!that!yielded!viable!data!also!experienced!ear!pathology!
over!the!course!of!this!experiment.!As!a!result!of!the!ear!plug,!inflammation!of!the!ear!canal!
was!common,!as!well!as!accumulation!of!debris,!despite!cleaning!the!ears!of!each!animal!
regularly.!Ear!pathology!resulted!in!a!notable!and!fluctuating!threshold!asymmetry!that!was!
evident!in!all!four!of!those!animals.!As!a!result,!animals’!monaural!and!binaural!hearing!
were!fluctuating!during!the!8Oweek!period!after!the!ear!plug!was!removed,!concurrent!with!
assessment!of!postOearplug!BIC!and!spatial!hearing!ability.!This!alteration!of!inputs!could!
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account!for!the!variability!seen!in!BIC!and!behavioral!measurements!postOearplug.!
Furthermore,!ear!plugs!were!difficult!to!maintain,!even!if!they!are!being!checked!multiple!
times!per!day.!Ear!plugs!fall!out,!or!are!removed!by!animals,!and!it!is!impossible!to!monitor!
each!animal!constantly.!When!these!two!sources!of!variability!combine,!CHL!from!variable!
ear!pathology!overlaps!with!a!more!rapidly!fluctuating!CHL!from!ear!plugs!variably!falling!
out!for!parts!of!a!day,!before!being!replaced!again.!Such!inherent!variability!could!certainly!
contribute!to!the!lack!of!apparent!trend!in!BIC!measurements!as!well!as!behavior.!It!should!
be!noted,!however,!that!this!very!real!issue!also!reflects!the!underlying!biology!of!chronic!
conductive!hearing!loss!as!it!relates!to!otitis!media!with!effusion:!fluctuation!of!hearing!is!
present!during!infection!and!recovery,!and!recovery!can!also!require!an!extended!period!of!
time!on!the!order!of!weeks!to!months.!While!the!postOearplug!variability!of!data!certainly!
frustrates!an!experimental!design!that!was!intended!to!feature!a!quicklyOreversible!CHL,!it!is!
notable!that!despite!this!variability!no!significant!changes!were!detectable!compared!to!the!
preOearplug!state,!even!though!a!power!analysis!(derived!from!Chapter!2’s!study!of!
variability)!indicates!that!a!detectable!change!in!curve!width!or!center!should!be!detectable!
from!as!small!a!cohort!as!1O2!animals.!It!is!worth!noting!from!a!parallel!collaboration!using!
developing!guinea!pigs,!that!while!ear!plugs!similarly!fall!out!and!ear!pathology!also!
continues,!a!discernable!effect!of!CHL!on!both!behavior!and!DN1!properties!was!clearly!
evident!when!the!CHL!occurred!during!the!first!8!weeks!after!birth!(Ms!Kelsey!Anbuhl,!
personal!communication).!This!might!indicate!that!adult!animals!are!more!robust!to!
peripheral!auditory!system!insult!than!developing!animals,!which!may!be!more!susceptible!
to!disruption!during!a!critical!period!of!plasticity!(e.g.!Whitton!&!Polley!2011).!
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Furthermore,!it!may!also!be!possible!that!changes!to!BIC!DN1!and!behavior!would!
occur!too!rapidly!to!be!detected!in!an!adult!animal!with!a!mature!auditory!system.!This!
hypothesis!is!consistent!with!the!findings!of!Maslin!et!al.!(2015).!By!recording!ABRs!in!the!
intact!ear!of!adult!humans!during!the!course!of!acoustic!neuroma!surgery,!they!found!that!a!
rapid!change!to!the!latencies!of!Wave!III!and!Wave!V!of!the!ABR!occurred!within!minutes!of!
sudden!hearing!loss!in!the!contralateral!ear.!(DN1!is!derived!from!Wave!V!of!the!human!
monaural!vs!binaural!ABRs.)!Since!the!time!between!ear!plug!removal!(for!ear!cleaning!and!
inspection)!and!either!behavioral!or!ABR!experimentation!was!certainly!longer!than!mere!
minutes,!it!is!possible!that!any!effect!of!CHL!on!the!ABR!or!behavior!recovers!too!rapidly!to!
be!detected,!whether!it!is!a!small!or!large!effect.!Thus!it!is!consistent!that!rapid!recovery!
would!fit!with!both!BIC!and!behavioral!results!that!we!see!here!that!are!minimally!
modulated,!if!modulated!at!all.!Similarly,!Brotherton!et!al.!(2016)!found!that!acoustic!reflex!
thresholds!were!altered!within!2O4!days!following!a!unilateral!conductive!hearing!loss,!but!
rapidly!returned!to!baseline!in!under!24!hours.!Kumpik!et!al.!(2010)!also!noted!rapid!
recovery!from!the!effects!of!unilateral!earplugOinduced!CHL!within!one!day!in!adult!humans.!
As!such,!it!is!quite!possible!that!the!adult!animals!studied!here!experienced!only!transient!
and!rapidlyOrecovering!changes!to!both!behavioral!and!BIC!measures.!It!is!also!possible!that!
the!type!of!fluctuating!hearing!loss!experienced!by!the!animals!in!this!study!does!not!have!
the!same!deleterious!effects!as!it!does!during!developmental!periods!(e.g.!Whitton!&!Polley!
2011).!!
! There!seems!to!be!less!of!an!effect!of!CHL!in!adult!animals!than!during!development,!
which!is!indicative!of!a!sensitive!period!for!the!development!of!binaural!hearing!
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mechanisms.!The!auditory!system!seems!to!require!balanced!and!patterned!input!during!
early!development!(e.g.!Polley!et!al.!2013),!but!there!is!evidence!that!the!effects!of!CHL!in!
adults!could!be!different!from!those!noted!in!the!developing!auditory!system,!which!was!
reviewed!by!Tollin!(2010):!Asymmetries!and!distortions!do!not!seem!to!negatively!impact!
binaural!hearing!in!the!long!term!for!adults!who!have!already!developed!these!brainstem!
circuits.!!Whereas!adult!animals!have!a!relatively!fixed!head!size,!developing!animal’s!heads!
grow!significantly,!especially!early!in!life,!and!the!acoustic!cues!to!sound!location!must!
consequently!change!as!a!result.!Therefore,!plasticity!in!the!nuclei!underlying!the!binaural!
cues!to!sound!location!is!essentially!a!requirement!for!binaural!hearing!and!sound!location!
in!developing!animals,!but!such!adaptability!is!not!necessary!in!adult!animals.!
( (
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CHAPTER(V(
SUMMARY(AND(FUTURE(DIRECTIONS(
5.1(Introduction(
! The!binaural!interaction!component!(BIC)!of!the!auditory!brainstem!response!(ABR)!
has!a!longstanding!history!of!provoking!clinical!interest,!ever!since!Jewett!(1970)!first!
described!a!conspicuous!difference!between!the!binaurallyFevoked!auditory!brainstem!
response!and!the!sum!of!its!monaural!counterparts.!This!difference!is!the!BIC!of!the!ABR,!
the!most!prominent!peak!of!which!is!DN1,!which!is!modulated!by!binaural!cues!to!sound!
location:!interaural!time!difference!(ITD)!and!interaural!level!difference!(ILD)!cues.!Yet,!even!
after!more!than!45!years!of!combined!clinical!and!basic!research!into!the!BIC,!its!exact!
mechanism!of!generation!remains!elusive.!Much!has!been!learned,!however,!through!past!
research!pursuits.!DN1!is!the!first!prominent!negative!peak!of!this!derived!waveform,!and!it!
is!known!to!be!reduced!or!absent!in!individuals!with!compromised!binaural!hearing,!such!as!
Central!Auditory!Processing!Disorder!(CAPD)!(Gunnarson!&!Finitzo!1991;!Whitton!&!Polley!
2011),!multiple!sclerosis!(Hausler!&!Levine!1980)!and!other!conditions.!Recent!years!have!
experienced!a!renewed!spark!of!interest!in!the!DN1!peak!of!BIC,!ranging!from!diagnosis!of!
binaural!hearing!deficits!(as!investigated!in!this!dissertation)!to!attempting!to!accomplish!
more!precise!fitting!of!assistive!devices!such!as!cochlear!implants!(e.g.!Smith!&!Delgutte!
2007).!As!interest!continues!and!studies!increase!in!number,!it!becomes!ever!more!
important!to!expand!our!understanding!of!the!source!and!mechanism!of!BIC!generation,!
improve!methods!for!experimentation!and!analysis,!and!explore!the!limits!of!what!
information!the!BIC!can!provide.!A!more!thorough!understanding!of!the!BIC!is!informative!
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for!better!experimentation!and!innovation!in!investigations!as!well!as!potential!applications!
of!this!candidate!biomarker!for!binaural!hearing.!
5.2(Reviewing(the(BIC(of(the(ABR,(and(Identifying(the(Gaps(in(Knowledge(
! Chapter!1!(Laumen!&!Ferber!et!al.!2016)!is!intended!to!introduce!and!condense!all!
relevant!history!and!investigations!of!the!BIC,!including!methodology,!the!particulars!of!
various!parameters!and!stimuli,!historical!and!current!methods!of!analysis,!evidence!for!and!
against!proposed!mechanisms!and!sources,!as!well!as!the!evidence!for!future!possible!uses!
for!the!BIC!and!optimal!leveraging!of!the!information!it!provides.!This!review!was!
undertaken!in!collaboration!with!our!colleagues!(graduate!student!Ms!Genevieve!Laumen,!
as!well!as!Professor!Georg!Klump)!at!the!Carl!von!Ossietzky!University!of!Oldenburg!in!
Germany.!After!a!general!discussion!of!the!ABR!and!BIC,!we!reviewed!the!basics!of!the!
measurement!and!computation!of!BIC,!including!its!inherent!variability.!The!complex!and!
varied!history!of!ABR!and!BIC!nomenclature!was!additionally!summarized!as!a!guide!to!the!
historical!literature!for!investigators!approaching!BIC!measurements!for!the!first!time,!as!no!
known!guide!to!BIC!nomenclature!existed.!We!also!reviewed!three!decades!of!varied!
methods!of!BIC!analysis,!including!peak!detection!(e.g.!visual![Dobie!&!Berlin!1979]!versus!
objective!measurement![e.g.!Stollmann!et!al.!1996;!Levine!&!Davis!1991])!and!
determination!of!significance!(e.g.!Brantberg!et!al.!1999a)!using!various!criteria.!We!
touched!on!the!topic!of!normalization!(e.g.!ConeFWesson!et!al.!1997)!to!account!for!or!
compensate!for!inherent!variability!in!BIC!(specifically,!amplitude)!due!to!common!
experimental!factors.!The!large!degree!of!BIC!measurement!variability!between!and!within!
previous!BIC!studies!highlighted!this!very!real!challenge!to!the!viability!of!BIC!as!a!candidate!
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biomarker!for!binaural!hearing!in!either!a!clinical!or!laboratory!setting.!The!need!to!
overcome!variability!and!investigate!the!reliability!of!BIC!inspired!the!study!detailed!in!
Chapter!2!(Ferber!et!al.!2016).!This!investigative!avenue!pursued!and!characterized!an!
objective!method!of!normalization!to!account!for!variability,!which!was!needed!in!order!to!
make!any!useful!amplitude!comparisons!in!experimental!studies.!!
! The!second!major!area!of!review!was!the!purported!origins!and!sites!of!generation!
of!the!BIC,!comparing!results!from!various!studies.!A!discussion!of!general!ABR!
characteristics,!such!as!the!pattern!of!latency!and!amplitude!modulation!by!ITDs!and!ILDs,!
suggested!that!the!BIC!originates!from!binaural!processing.!A!binaural!site!of!BIC!generation!
was!also!concurrent!with!what!is!suggested!by!the!timecourse!of!the!ABR!and!BIC:!
Generally,!BIC!DN1!latencies!were!a!feature!that!pointed!toward!a!BIC!origin!in!the!auditory!
brainstem!around!the!trapezoid!body!(specifically,!the!medial!nucleus!of!the!trapezoid!body!
(MNTB)),!nuclei!of!the!superior!olivary!complex!(the!medial!superior!olive!(MSO)!and!lateral!
superior!olive!(LSO))!and!the!lateral!lemniscus.!Furthermore,!BIC!is!the!result!of!a!reduction!
of!one!wave!in!the!binaural!ABR!waveform!(in!comparison!to!the!sum!of!its!monaural!
counterparts).!While!BIC!resulting!from!a!reduction!in!binaurallyFevoked!activity!might!
initially!seem!to!be!accounted!for!by!way!of!either!an!excitatoryFinhibitory!(EI)!or!excitatoryF
excitatory!(EE)!type!mechanism!(e.g.!Riedel!&!Kollmeier!2002a;!Ungan!et!al.!1997),!
Gaumond!and!Psaltikou!(1991)!convincingly!argued!that!the!compressive!nonlinearity!of!EE!
neurons!precluded!an!EE!mechanism!for!BIC!generation!by!conflicting!with!a!known!
property!of!DN1:!DN1!linearly!scales!with!the!corresponding!wave!in!the!parent!ABR!
waveform!(wave!IV/V),!which!is!incompatible!with!an!EE!mechanism,!where!saturation!
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would!occur!at!increased!stimulus!amplitudes.!While!the!LSO!more!conclusively!exhibits!
neurons!with!EI!responses!consistent!with!this!observation!and!would!therefore!appear!to!
be!a!more!likely!candidate!BIC!source,!recently!EI!neurons!have!also!been!shown!to!be!
present!in!the!MSO;!as!such,!both!LSO!and!MSO!nuclei!remain!viable!as!candidate!
generators!(e.g.!Fischl!et!al.!2016).!We!further!reviewed!auditory!field!potentials!(AFPs)!and!
lesion!studies,!both!of!which!suggested!either!an!MSO!or!LSOFviaFMNTB!source!of!BIC;!
model!studies!also!pointed!to!these!two!nuclei!and!their!outputs!as!BIC!generators,!though!
models!were!similarly!inconclusive!as!to!which!nucleus!generated!the!BIC,!because!
knowledge!of!the!underlying!neural!circuitry!on!which!the!models!depend!is!not!yet!
comprehensive.!It!was!clear!that!more!investigation!of!the!mechanism!and!the!specific!
brainstem!origin!of!the!BIC!was!warranted,!as!the!gap!in!knowledge!of!the!underlying!
physiology!was!a!barrier!to!establishing!the!utility!of!BIC!as!a!biomarker!for!binaural!
hearing.!Ultimately!this!body!of!cumulative!evidence!for!an!EIFtype!generator!of!BIC!(which!
is!highly!suggestive!of!an!LSOFviaFMNTB!mechanism,!though!does!not!exclude!the!possibility!
of!an!MSO!generator),!in!combination!with!the!full!review!of!what!is!known!about!the!
dependence!of!BIC!amplitude!and!latency!upon!the!binaural!cues!to!sound!location!(ITD!
especially,!but!also!ILD),!formed!the!rationale!that!prompted!two!further!studies!of!this!
dissertation!(Chapter!3,!and!Appendix).!Initially,!a!crossFspecies!investigation!(see!Chapter!
3)!was!undertaken,!which!was!inspired!by!the!“natural!ablation”!approach!of!Masterton!et!
al.!(1975),!making!use!of!species!who!do!not!have!a!functional!MSO!in!the!sense!of!binaural!
hearing!ability!(e.g.!mouse!and!rat)!to!probe!the!biological!source!of!BIC!generation.!
Subsequently,!collective!evidence!about!likely!generator!pathways!was!combined!with!
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some!shortcomings!of!past!lesion!and!ablation!studies,!which!motivated!the!beginning!of!an!
optogeneticsFbased!investigation!of!BIC!source!via!transient!optogenetic!silencing!on!a!fast!
timescale!that!was!not!formerly!possible!with!other!previouslyFutilized!investigative!
methods!(AstonFJones!&!Deisseroth!2013);!moving!forward,!application!of!transient!
optogenetic!silencing!of!candidate!nuclei!in!hypothesized!BIC!generator!pathways!(MSO!and!
LSOFMNTB)!may!yield!new!useful!information!about!the!source!of!the!BIC,!as!we!began!
investigating!through!MNTB!silencing!(see!Appendix).!
Finally,!it!was!clear!that!a!firm!causative!relationship!between!BIC!measurements!
and!binaural!hearing!deficits!was!yet!to!be!established,!which!would!aid!in!solidifying!the!
potential!for!BIC!DN1!as!a!candidate!biomarker!for!binaural!hearing.!Therefore,!as!an!
applicationFbased!project,!a!relationship!between!BIC!DN1!and!conductive!hearing!loss!
(CHL)!was!investigated!in!available!adult!animals!(see!Chapter!4),!which!was!prompted!by!
the!clinical!findings!of!studies!such!as!Gunnarson!and!Finitzo!(1991)!and!Delb!et!al.!(2003)!
that!had!suggested!a!link!between!a!history!of!pathology!and!the!presence!of!binaural!
hearing!dysfunction.!!
5.3(Overview(of(Work(Presented(
This!dissertation!was!organized!into!four!parts!based!on!the!four!main!undertakings!
pursued!during!training.!As!was!described!above!in!section!5.2,!it!began!with!a!thorough!
review!of!all!literature!regarding!the!BIC!DN1!peak!since!Jewett!(1970)!initially!described!the!
BIC.!The!remaining!three!parts!of!the!dissertation!described!research!projects!that!were!
pursued!during!training,!each!of!which!addressed!a!different!aim!of!further!characterizing!
the!properties!of!the!DN1!peak!of!the!BIC.!The!testFretest!reliability!of!the!BIC!DN1!peak!
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was!probed,!and!a!strategy!was!investigated!for!normalizing!the!BIC!to!allow!for!more!
appropriate!comparisons!when!analyzing!data;!the!degree!of!variability!in!BIC!recordings!
was!explored!in!a!guinea!pig!model!to!ascertain!the!threshold!of!detection!for!changes!to!
the!four!Gaussian!fit!parameters!utilized!throughout!all!experimental!studies!in!this!
dissertation.!Then,!a!crossFspecies!investigation!of!the!BIC!is!employed!to!reveal!further!
information!about!the!nature!of!the!BIC!in!various!species,!the!comparison!between!which!
was!informative!about!putative!mechanisms!for!BIC!generation.!Finally,!an!appraisal!of!BIC!
as!a!candidate!biomarker!was!undertaken!in!available!adult!guinea!pigs!to!ascertain!
whether!the!BIC!would!reflect!the!state!of!behaviorallyFassessed!binaural!hearing!following!
a!unilateral!conductive!hearing!loss.!Taken!as!a!whole,!this!cluster!of!investigations!
expanded!that!is!known!about!the!BIC!DN1!peak!in!methodological,!mechanistic!and!
diagnostic!realms.!As!a!whole,!the!research!presented!here!was!oriented!toward!attaining!a!
more!thorough!understanding!of!the!BIC!and!its!potential!utility!as!a!biomarker!for!clinical!
and!experimental!settings.!
5.3.1!Technical!Considerations!are!Important!When!Measuring!the!BIC!
While!recording!ABR!and!measuring!BIC!is!conceptually!straightforward,!it!is!
technically!complex,!as!evidenced!throughout!previouslyFpublished!research!studies.!
Chapter!1!reviewed!a!multitude!of!technical!considerations!found!in!the!literature!that!can!
affect!the!recording!of!quality!ABRs!to!be!used!for!deriving!the!calculated!BIC.!Previous!
studies!indicated!that!stimulus!rate,!stimulus!amplitude!and!stimulus!waveform!all!impact!
the!BIC,!and!as!such,!stimuli!and!stimulus!presentation!parameters!must!be!carefully!
selected.!Beutelmann!et!al.!(2015),!for!example,!demonstrated!that!calibration!prior!to!
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stimulus!presentation!and!use!of!proper!filtering!is!critical!when!considering!stimulus!
presentation!for!BIC!measurements,!as!even!minor!differences!can!negatively!impact!the!
waveform!of!the!acoustic!stimulus!and!affect!results.!The!possibility!for!acoustic!crossover!
(related!to!the!determination!of!appropriate!and!optimal!stimulus!amplitude)!must!also!be!
taken!into!consideration,!especially!when!working!with!new!species!and!new!stimulus!
presentation!hardware!that!has!not!been!previously!characterized;!specifically,!it!is!
necessary!to!examine!the!threshold!of!an!acoustic!stimulus!presented!to!one!ear!being!
detected!in!the!other!and!avoiding!such!confounds.!Electrode!placement,!as!well!as!signalF
toFnoise!(SNR)!considerations!should!be!taken!into!account!when!designing!an!experimental!
protocol,!as!variations!in!these!parameters!affected!the!ABR!as!well!as!BIC.!Even!the!body!
temperature!of!the!subject!should!be!considered!and!controlled,!as!decreased!temperature!
correlated!with!decreased!amplitude!of!recorded!waveforms.!These!technical!
considerations!become!even!more!important!when!considering!the!measurement!of!human!
BIC,!which!is!susceptible!to!an!especially!unfavorable!SNR!related!to!the!very!small!
amplitude!of!DN1!in!humans.!Across!the!literature,!human!BIC!was!notably!more!variable!
and!difficult!to!measure!reliably,!which!highlights!a!challenge!that!must!be!overcome!before!
BIC!could!be!used!clinically!and/or!experimentally!in!a!laboratory!setting.!
5.3.2!Establishing!the!TestFRetest!Reliability!of!the!BIC!DN1!Peak!and!Mitigating!Variability!
Due!to!the!considerable!challenges!posed!by!BIC!variability!–!especially!variability!of!
BIC!amplitude!–!both!across!species!in!previous!studies!as!well!as!noted!across!individual!
animals!in!our!early!BIC!measurement!experiments,!the!testFretest!reliability!of!the!BIC!was!
investigated!in!guinea!pigs!in!Chapter!2!(Ferber!et!al.!2016)!as!there!appeared!to!be!no!
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previous!systematic!study!thereof!in!BIC.!Normalization!had!indeed!been!applied!in!
previous!literature!(e.g.!ConeFWesson!et!al.!1997),!but!normalization!was!not!standardized!
across!the!literature!and!was!often!performed!in!relation!to!a!single!monaural!peak!
(frequently!the!peak!from!which!the!BIC!was!derived)!or!normalized!to!the!maximum!BIC!
recorded!in!an!individual!(reviewed!in!Laumen!&!Ferber!et!al.!2016).!These!normalization!
practices!were!all!problematic!for!various!reasons.!Most!prominently,!normalization!to!
maximum!values!did!not!allow!for!comparison!of!amplitudes!across!animals,!and!
normalization!to!any!specific!wave!required!identification!of!that!wave,!which!was!not!
objective.!Additionally,!normalization!to!a!parent!ABR!wave!that!corresponded!to!BIC!was!
confounded!as!those!peak!amplitudes!were!mathematically!related!to!BIC!derivation,!and!
normalization!to!any!monaural!peak!did!not!account!for!the!possibility!of!amplitude!
variability!due!to!a!monaural!change!in!hearing!(such!as!a!threshold!shift).!Furthermore,!it!
was!also!necessary!to!determine!the!detectable!effect!size!and!number!of!animals!required!
for!future!planned!experiments.!Normalization!to!the!mean!of!monaural!RMS!ABR!
amplitudes!across!the!duration!(0F10ms!postFstimulus)!of!the!ABR!solved!these!problems,!as!
it!was!objective,!factored!both!monaural!ABRs!into!the!normalization,!required!no!peak!
identification!and!minimized!the!relationship!between!the!normalizing!factor!and!the!BIC!
DN1!amplitude!that!was!derived!from!a!specific!ABR!wave.!Most!importantly,!it!allowed!for!
BIC!DN1!amplitude!comparisons!across!animals.!!
The!results!of!this!investigation!indicated!that!while!DN1!amplitude!was!indeed!
variable,!normalization!of!BIC!DN1!to!RMS!amplitude!of!the!monaural!ABR!waveforms!
corrected!for!an!appreciable!amount!of!variability!related!to!experimental!factors,!including!
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many!SNRFrelated!factors!listed!above!in!section!5.3.1.!As!such,!this!normalization!was!
shown!to!enhance!the!ability!to!detect!abnormal!BIC!amplitudes!when!it!is!desirable!to!test!
for!changes!in!the!BIC!after!experimental!manipulation.!This!is!highly!desirable!for!any!
experiment!where!BIC!amplitude!is!assessed.!By!combining!good!experimental!practices!
with!this!RMSFbased!normalization!strategy,!it!became!possible!to!detect!changes!in!BIC!and!
its!relationship!to!ITD,!where!previously!no!change!was!detectable.!Thus,!a!thoughtful!
normalization!strategy!paired!with!attention!to!all!known!factors!affecting!the!BIC!was!
shown!to!aid!in!mitigating!variability,!which!is!perhaps!the!single!greatest!impediment!to!
the!possibility!of!using!BIC!as!a!clinical!biomarker.!The!methods!and!normalization!
procedure!described!in!Chapter!2!might!be!employed!in!future!animal!experimentation!as!
well!as!in!clinical!studies!of!BIC,!by!simultaneously!enhancing!and!allowing!the!ability!to!
detect!BIC!amplitude!changes.!Furthermore,!it!may!also!be!useful!in!any!future!BIC!clinical!
measure!by!enhancing!the!detection!ability!of!a!BICFrelated!clinical!test.!
5.3.3!CrossFSpecies!Investigation!of!BIC!Relation!to!ITD!and!Mechanism!of!BIC!Generation!
! After!minimizing!a!substantial!amount!(though!not!all!of)!BIC!variability,!it!became!
possible!to!investigate!withinF!and!crossFspecies!differences!(see!Chapter!1,!Laumen!&!
Ferber!et!al.!2016)!present!in!the!past!body!of!literature!regarding!the!relationship!between!
BIC!amplitude!and!ITD.!Specifically,!by!recording!BIC!using!identical!parameters!across!
available!species,!it!could!be!determined!whether!historical!crossFspecies!differences!were!
due!to!discrepancies!in!parameters,!methods!and!equipment!versus!an!actual!biologicallyF
based!difference!between!species.!Thus,!we!were!able!to!directly!investigate!whether!BIC!
was!generated!by!a!conserved!synaptic!mechanism!across!mammalian!species!(in!which!
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case!the!dependence!of!BIC!DN1!amplitude!on!ITD!cue!to!sound!location!would!be!the!same!
across!species,!or!whether!BIC!was!rather!related!the!range!of!ecologicallyFaccessible!ITD!
cues!available!to!a!species!which!is!based!on!head!diameter!(as!was!hypothesized!by!Furst!
et!al.!2004).!Furthermore,!as!summarized!and!discussed!above!in!section!5.2,!this!crossF
species!investigation!of!the!BIC!was!employed!to!reveal!information!about!the!nature!of!the!
BIC!in!various!species,!the!comparison!between!which!is!informative!about!putative!
mechanisms!(EE!vs!EI)!and!nuclei!responsible!for!BIC!generation!via!a!Masterton!et!al.!
(1975)!type!“natural!ablation”!approach,!which!leverages!anatomic!and!functional!
differences!between!species.!(Specifically,!the!diminished!MSO!of!the!mouse!and!rat!is!
known!to!have!no!binaural!sound!localization!function!as!it!pertains!to!ITD!or!ILD.)!
Accordingly,!the!dependent!relationship!of!BIC!DN1!amplitude!upon!ITD!was!probed!across!
species!and!found!to!be!very!similar!in!all!those!studied.!Notably,!the!results!were!not!
linked!to!the!range!of!acoustic!cues!available!to!a!species!(which!depends!on!head!size).!The!
results!of!this!study—combined!with!past!modeling!studies,!mechanistic!literature!and!
anatomic!differences!between!these!species—suggest!that!BIC!is!indeed!generated!by!an!EI!
mechanism!mediated!by!the!LSOFviaFMNTB!pathway,!with!a!potential!contribution!to!some!
degree!by!other!lessFcommon!EI!processes!in!MSO!in!some!cases.!!
! A!drawback!to!this!avenue!of!investigation!is!that!the!results!of!crossFspecies!
investigations!are!correlational!but!not!causal,!so!other!manipulationFbased!studies!are!also!
needed!to!support!these!findings.!One!promising!future!direction!for!a!continued!
manipulationFbased!investigation!of!BIC!generation!mechanisms!is!described!in!the!
Appendix,!where!optogenetic!silencing!of!underlying!nuclei!(here,!temporary!reduction!of!
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MNTB!inhibition!of!the!LSO)!provides!preliminary!evidence!that!supports!MNTBFLSO!
pathway!involvement!in!BIC!production.!!
5.3.4!The!Effects!of!Temporary!Unilateral!Induced!Conductive!Hearing!Loss!and!the!BIC!
! Finally,!studies!on!unilateral!induced!hearing!loss!and!its!relationship!to!BIC!were!
undertaken!to!investigate!a!purported!link!between!DN1!and!binaural!hearing!dysfunction,!
for!potential!use!as!a!biomarker!in!adults!with!unilateral!CHL.!In!particular,!a!previous!study!
by!Gunnarson!and!Finitzo!(1991)!and!Delb!et!al.!(2003)!indicated!a!reduction!or!absence!of!
the!BIC!DN1!peak!in!children!who!had!a!history!of!chronic!otitis!media!with!effusion,!who!
experienced!a!significant!disruption!to!binaural!hearing!during!development.!Hall!and!
Derlacki!(1986)!had!also!noted!similar!binaural!hearing!sequelae!related!to!chronic!
conductive!hearing!loss!in!adults.!Therefore,!as!an!initial!animal!study!aimed!at!relating!BIC!
with!behavioral!outcomes!following!a!binaural!hearing!insult!(unilateral!CHL),!we!acquired!
baseline!measurements!of!the!BIC!DN1!dependence!on!ITD!as!well!as!a!behavioral!measure!
of!binaural!hearing!ability,!after!which!binaural!hearing!was!disrupted!via!a!unilateral!
earplug!for!8!weeks.!The!earplug!was!then!removed,!and!BIC!and!behavioral!ability!were!
again!assessed!immediately!after!restoration!of!binaural!hearing!and!for!8!weeks!thereafter!
to!investigate!recovery!from!CHL.!
While!the!results!were!different!from!what!was!initially!hypothesized,!they!were!
nonetheless!consistent!between!BIC!and!behavioral!ability!as!well!as!with!previous!
literature.!Based!on!studies!such!as!Hall!and!Derlacki!(1986),!it!seemed!plausible!that!
unilateral!CHL!could!produce!a!binaural!hearing!deficit!in!adult!animals!(here,!guinea!pigs),!
and!BIC!literature!indicated!that!such!a!binaural!hearing!deficit!should!be!reflected!in!
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measures!of!the!BIC.!It!was!furthermore!advantageous!to!investigate!BIC!initially!in!adult!
animals,!as!a!breeding!colony!was!not!yet!established,!and!since!adult!experimentation!did!
not!rely!on!precise!developmental!timing!of!experiments.!The!results,!however,!were!not!as!
expected:!the!earplugFinduced!temporary!unilateral!CHL!did!not!result!in!a!behavioral!
deficit!in!adult!animals.!This!result!was,!however!correctly!reflected!by!the!BIC,!which!
similarly!did!not!change!as!a!result!of!CHL!or!during!the!time!period!thereafter,!despite!
peripheral!hearing!fluctuation!due!to!complications!of!the!earplug!procedure.!The!result!
was!indeed!consistent!with!much!other!previous!literature!(e.g.!Keuroghlian!&!Knudson!
2007;!Tollin!2010)!on!plasticity!in!the!adult!auditory!system!that!suggests!the!adult!auditory!
system!may!not!be!as!sensitive!as!that!of!developing!animals!to!CHLFrelated!disruptions!of!
the!tuning!of!binaural!hearing!mechanisms.!While!uncovering!a!lack!of!effect!was!neither!
exciting!nor!definitive!in!and!of!itself,!later!parallel!investigations!with!Ms!Kelsey!Anbuhl!in!
juvenile!developing!guinea!pigs!have!demonstrated!a!deleterious!effect!of!CHL!on!binaural!
hearing!ability!that!is!similarly!consistent!between!these!same!BIC!and!behavioral!measures!
(using!the!same!experimental!parameters).!Therefore,!it!appears!that!BIC!DN1!is!indeed!
consistently!reflective!of!behavioral!binaural!spatial!hearing!ability,!and!adult!BIC!and!
behaviorallyFassessed!binaural!hearing!appears!to!be!resilient!against!a!binaural!hearing!
insult!after!the!critical!period.!If!this!is!indeed!correct!(as!must!be!assessed!by!future!
investigations),!BIC!could!prove!to!be!even!more!useful!as!a!biomarker!by!allowing!clinical!
differentiation!between!adults!with!a!binaural!hearing!deficit!related!to!pathology!at!the!
level!of!the!brainstem!(e.g.!from!an!earlier!childhood!binaural!hearing!deficit,!or!resulting!
from!an!acquired!lesion)!versus!an!etiology!such!as!a!cognitive!deficit,!despite!both!
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pathologies!producing!similar!CAPDFlike!binaural!hearing!deficits.!Distinguishing!between!
etiologies!with!overlapping!symptoms!is!presently!difficult!using!the!battery!of!tests!that!are!
currently!available,!many!of!which!are!behavioral!(ASHA!2005).!!
5.4(Future(Directions(
The!work!presented!in!this!dissertation!contributes!toward!our!understanding!of!the!
BIC,!providing!a!significant!step!forward!toward!establishing!the!viability!of!the!BIC!as!a!
useful!and!reliable!biomarker.!Past!issues!of!variability!in!BIC!DN1!measurements!were!
mitigated!using!a!novel!objective!normalization!strategy.!Further!evidence!was!also!
revealed!that!is!supportive!of!an!MNTBFLSO!origin!of!BIC!produced!by!an!EI!mechanism!
conserved!across!mammalian!species.!Additionally,!investigations!into!BIC!and!CHL!further!
supported!the!hypothesis!that!BIC!accurately!reflects!binaural!behavioral!hearing!ability.!
While!the!BIC!perhaps!appears!more!promising!than!now!than!ever!as!a!candidate!
biomarker!for!binaural!hearing!function,!it!remains!as!of!yet!unready!for!clinical!diagnostic!
use.!Several!critical!issues!remaining!that!must!be!overcome,!as!well!as!necessary!gaps!in!
knowledge!that!must!be!filled,!in!order!for!BIC!to!achieve!operational!status!as!a!fully!
functional!and!reliable!biomarker.!!
First,!the!major!question!of!the!precise!source!and!mechanism!of!BIC!generation!
requires!further!research!to!establish!exactly!what!is!being!probed!when!BIC!is!examined!
and!measured.!The!crossFspecies!investigation!summarized!in!section!5.3.3!certainly!
enhanced!the!body!of!knowledge!regarding!this!longstanding!question!about!the!BIC,!
supporting!an!EI!synaptic!mechanism,!consistent!with!an!LSO!origin,!that!is!conserved!
across!species.!As!mentioned!though,!the!study!has!its!limitations.!While!the!five!species!
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used!in!the!study!exhibited!an!approximately!threefold!difference!in!head!size,!this!is!far!
from!the!range!of!head!sizes!present!across!mammalian!species,!and!an!expansion!of!the!
study!across!a!wider!range!of!mammalian!species!–!including!human!measurements!using!
the!same!parameters!–!would!be!informative.!Not!only!would!this!expansion!serve!to!
support!the!results!already!derived,!as!well!as!allow!comparisons!to!be!drawn!over!a!wider!
variety!of!anatomic!and!physiological!differences!between!species,!it!would!also!yield!
further!evidence!about!the!expected!amplitude!variability!of!BIC!across!species!and!be!
informative!as!to!whether!the!notablyFreduced!BIC!amplitude!observed!in!humans!is!related!
to!the!size!of!the!generator!structures!versus!distance!of!the!recording!electrodes!from!the!
relevant!generator!structures!(as!related!to!head!size).!Additionally,!whereas!the!
information!already!yielded!by!the!present!data!is!certainly!useful,!it!is!also!correlative!
rather!than!causative;!future!investigations!that!employ!direct!manipulation!of!the!
hypothesized!generator!nuclei!and!related!auditory!pathways!must!be!pursued!to!define!
BIC!origin!well!enough!for!it!to!be!responsibly!enlisted!in!a!clinical!setting.!Preliminary!
results!of!such!a!future!experimental!direction!are!presented!in!the!Appendix,!in!which!
temporary!optogenetic!silencing!of!neurons!in!the!MNTB!was!shown!to!reduce!BIC!DN1!
peak!amplitude,!implicating!the!MNTB!in!BIC!generation!and!supporting!a!proposed!LSOF
based!synaptic!origin.!If!this!line!of!experimentation!were!expanded!to!other!hypothesized!
generator!nuclei,!critical!information!could!be!yielded!about!the!specific!difference!in!
activity!reflected!by!the!BIC.!This!information!is!a!necessary!prerequisite!for!clinical!utility.!
Some!variability!of!BIC!also!still!remains!between!individuals!(as!well!as!amplitude!
variability!between!species),!the!origin!of!which!is!yet!unknown.!!Despite!the!advance!made!
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in!normalization!strategy!to!mitigate!differences!between!subjects,!human!use!of!BIC!
remains!obstructed!by!substantial!SNR!issues!that!especially!affect!human!BIC!recordings.!
One!of!the!first!challenges!this!project!sought!to!overcome!was!the!level!of!noise!
encountered!and!moreover!the!amount!of!inherent!variability!present!in!the!BIC.!This!
project!made!significant!steps!forward!by!identifying!many!best!practices!and!relevant!
issues!to!be!considered!when!recording!BIC,!as!well!as!proposing!an!objective!normalization!
strategy!that!improves!SNR!and!allows!for!better!discrimination!of!differences!and/or!
changes!that!can!be!detected!in!BIC.!These!advances!were!successful!in!making!BIC!
experimentally!useful!in!a!laboratory!setting,!but!further!work!remains!to!be!done!before!
BIC!can!be!trialed!as!a!clinical!biomarker.!There!may!be!yet!more!sources!of!variability!in!BIC!
that!can!be!mitigated!or!that!may!prove!useful,!as!we!still!do!not!have!a!complete!
understanding!of!all!stimulus!aspects!underlying!the!typical!modulation!of!BIC!DN1!peak!
amplitude!with!the!cues!to!sound!location!with!different!parameters!of!auditory!stimuli!
(other!than!transient!clicks).!Further!investigations!should!be!undertaken!with!respect!to!
identifying!and!fully!characterizing!additional!sources!of!variability!in!the!BIC.!!
In!direct!relation!to!this,!a!specific!and!optimized!protocol!must!be!established!and!
standardized!for!human!BIC!measurement!by!expanding!and!refining!the!advancements!
made!in!animal!research,!since!BIC!is!even!more!difficult!to!record!in!humans.!Direct!
experimentation!must!be!conducted!to!determine!optimal!stimuli!for!measuring!BIC!beyond!
the!traditional!and!widelyFused!click!stimulus,!that!can!be!then!used!to!establish!a!reliablyF
elicited!population!baseline!in!humans!that!are!verified!to!have!normal!hearing!and!no!
history!of!ear!pathology.!Likewise,!an!optimized!behavioral!task!that!reflects!the!BIC!must!
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also!be!sought,!which!reflects!binaural!hearing!as!related!to!the!BIC,!to!be!used!in!validation!
experiments!of!the!BIC!as!a!biomarker.!Once!an!optimized,!reliable!BIC!measurement!
protocol!has!been!developed,!human!validation!studies!can!be!attempted.!Whereas!the!
unilateral!CHL!experiments!in!Chapter!4!(combined!with!the!collaborative!juvenile!guinea!
pig!experiments!with!Ms!Kelsey!Anbuhl)!have!correlated!BIC!with!binaural!hearing!ability!in!
the!guinea!pig,!experiments!in!humans!with!a!variety!of!preFexisting!binaural!hearing!
conditions!of!different!etiologies!should!also!be!studied!via!BIC!measurements!paired!with!
appropriate!binaural!hearing!tasks.!By!parsing!the!effects!of!differentiallyFacquired!preF
existing!binaural!hearing!deficits,!we!can!ascertain!which!pathologies!are!and!are!not!
related!to!alterations!in!BIC.!Ultimately,!the!characterization!of!a!precise!relationship!
between!specific!BIC!properties!and!known!pathologies!causing!binaural!hearing!deficits!in!
humans!would!confirm!BIC!as!a!true!biomarker!for!types!of!binaural!hearing!deficits.!An!
objective!metric!such!as!BIC!would!be!especially!useful!for!confirmation!of!successful!
correction!of!binaural!hearing!deficits!and/or!optimization!of!binaural!hearing!via!assistive!
devices!such!as!cochlear!implants,!the!present!evaluations!for!which!are!perceptually!
biased.!BIC!could!perhaps!be!of!even!greater!diagnostic!utility!in!discriminating,!for!
example,!specifically!brainstemFrelated!binaural!hearing!deficits!from!behavioral,!
attentional,!or!cognitive!issues!that!mimic!similar!symptoms!but!are!heretofore!difficult!to!
discriminate!via!traditional!test!batteries.!It!is!indeed!a!thrilling!prospect!to!consider!that!
after!decades!of!investigation,!definitive!answers!regarding!the!origins!and!utility!if!the!DN1!
peak!of!the!BIC!may!be!near!on!the!horizon.!
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APPENDIX(
A.(MODULATION(OF(THE(BIC(DN1(PEAK(VIA(OPTOGENETIC(MNTB(SILENCING(IN(THE(
GERBIL(ANIMAL(MODEL(
A1.1(Background(
There%are%limitations%to%the%utility%of%the%type%of%traditional%lesion%experiments%
directed%at%the%identification%of%auditory%brainstem%contributors%to%BIC%generation,%as%is%
apparent%from%the%complexity%of%interpretation%of%those%lesion%experiment%results%reviewed%
in%Section%1.3.3%and%1.3.5.%Whereas%mechanically=induced%lesion%methods%can%also%
incidentally%transect%fibers%passing%through%and%around%the%structure%targeted%for%ablation,%
pharmacological%lesion%methods%can%be%employed%to%affect%targets%with%more%specificity%
(Anderson%2012;%Aston=Jones%&%Deisseroth%2013).%However,%the%timecourse%of%
pharmacological%manipulation%is%not%ideal%for%the%investigation%of%BIC,%which%is%a%fast%evoked%
response;%such%an%investigation%into%BIC%generators%ideally%involves%timely%and%confirmable%
reversal%of%the%manipulation%as%well%as%strong%confirmation%that%the%miniscule%nuclei%under%
investigation%were%effectively%and%exclusively%targeted,%which%is%not%ideal%in%pharmacological%
lesion%methods.%Optogenetic%manipulation%of%the%MNTB%is%not%simple%and%brings%its%own%
unique%challenges.%As%previously%discussed%in%Chapter%1.3,%as%well%as%in%the%introduction%and%
discussion%of%Chapter%3,%the%MNTB=LSO%circuit%is%hypothesized%to%produce%the%BIC%
(specifically%wave%DN1),%and%an%opportunity%to%probe%this%mechanism%while%sidestepping%
some%of%the%shortcomings%of%traditional%lesion%methods%could%not%be%ignored.%Furthermore,%
direct%manipulation%would%provide%a%more%direct%test%of%the%hypothesis%than%the%
correlational%cross=species%study%of%BIC%elaborated%in%Chapter%3.%This%undertaking%
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investigates%the%hypothesis%that%silencing%inhibitory%MNTB%output%to%the%LSO%reduces%BIC%
DN1%peak%amplitude,%decoupling%or%otherwise%altering%the%well=established%characteristic%of%
DN1’s%dependence%on%ITDs.%%
A1.2(Methods%
Young%gerbils%(~P60)%were%stereotactically%injected%with%commercially%available%viral%
vectors%carrying%halorhodopsin%3
rd
%generation%constructs%under%anesthesia.%Injection%sites%
were%physiologically%verified%via%brief%extracellular%recordings%to%verify%auditory%drive%and%
aurality%(MNTB%neurons%are%only%excited%by%contralateral%sound,%Koka%&%Tollin%2014).%After%
injection,%animals%recovered%for%2=3%weeks%to%allow%the%virus%to%incubate%and%express%
halorhodopsin.%Following%conclusion%of%the%recovery%period,%animals%were%anesthetized%for%
experimentation,%and%a%precisely%custom=built%optrode%was%stereotactically%inserted%into%the%
infected%MNTB.%The%optrode’s%microelectrode%protrudes%~250µm%beyond%the%200μm%
diameter%optical%fiber,%and%the%combined%width%of%the%assembled%optrode%cannot%exceed%
~2mm%at%maximum.%(For%reasons%of%experimental%feasibility,%these%tolerances%are%tighter%
than%a%typical%optrode%build.)%The%optrode%was%inserted%from%the%top%of%the%skull%such%that%
the%optical%fiber%tip%aligned%with%the%dorsal%border%of%MNTB,%and%light%emitted%by%the%fiber%
spread%along%the%dorso=ventral%axis.%(We%confirmed%experimentally%that%for%the%present%
study,%it%is%disadvantageous%to%use%a%hydrofluoric%acid=etched%optical%fiber,%which%enhances%
lateral%spread%of%the%beam,%but%reduces%intensity%and%penetration%in%turn.)%The%fiber%is%
connected%to%a%532%nm%(green)%laser%and%laser%power%is%adjusted%according%to%Al=Juboori%et%
al.%(2013),%to%an%approximate%output%of%~40mW.%%
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The%best%frequency%(BF,%frequency%of%tone%producing%maximum%firing%rate%of%neuron,%
i.e.%the%frequency%corresponding%to%neuronal%firing%at%the%lowest%applied%level)%of%the%
neurons%in%the%vicinity%of%the%optrode%was%estimated%by%playing%tones%and%measuring%
neuronal%firing%rate,%and%suppression%of%sound%evoked%firing%in%MNTB%due%to%light%activation%
of%halorhodopsin%was%verified%via%a%microelectrode%recording.%There%was%a%marked%
reduction%of%MNTB%firing%during%laser%activation%(Figure%A1).%Cases%in%which%a%reduction%was%
not%observable%were%not%analyzed.%After%the%recordings,%the%animal%was%sacrificed%to%allow%
for%anatomical%verification%of%optrode%placement%and%expression%of%the%viral%constructs.%
Cases%in%which%optrode%placement%was%not%in%MNTB%(or%where%we%fail%to%observe%expression%
of%the%protein)%were%excluded%from%analysis.%%
ABR%recordings%were%performed%using%the%methods%described%in%Chapter%2%of%this%
dissertation,%and%were%performed%with%and%without%laser%activation,%with%“on”%and%“off”%
periods%of%laser%activity%were%cycled%during%data%collection.%The%timing%of%laser%on/off%cycles%
was%recorded%simultaneously%with%both%the%evoked%ABR%signal%as%well%as%single=unit%
recordings%for%use%in%offline%analysis.%Tone%pips%at%BF%were%used%as%stimuli,%to%restrict%the%
neural%activation%to%frequencies%corresponding%to%optrode%location.%ABRs%for%tones%with%
frequencies%several%octaves%away%from%BF%were%employed%as%a%control.%Amplitudes%and%
peak%latencies%of%monaural%and%binaural%ABR%waves%I%through%V%as%well%as%the%BIC%(Figure%
A2)%were%measured%from%traces%with%and%without%laser%activation.%%
A1.3(Results(
Optogenetic%proteins%were%effectively%introduced%to%gerbil%brainstem%nuclei%was%by%
using%adeno=associated%viral%(AAV)%constructs%with%the%AAV9%envelope%type%and%a%synapsin%
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promotor%(AAV9.hSyn).%A%3
rd
%gen%halorhodopsin%efficiently%suppressed%firing%in%MNTB%
neurons%upon%light%activation%(NpHR3.0=eYFP%construct).%Figure%A1%(left%panels)%shows%
images%from%MNTB%of%a%gerbil%infected%with%this%construct.%To%activate%optogenetic%proteins%
in=vivo,%we%implanted%an%optrode%into%MNTB%stereotactically.%Figure%A1%(right%panels)%shows%
multiunit%recording%from%the%MNTB%infected%with%halorhodopsin,%followed%by%the%placement%
of%an%optrode.%The%optrode%was%inserted%such%that%the%optical%fiber%tip%was%near%the%dorsal%
border%of%MNTB,%and%the%emitted%light%spread%ventrally%into%MNTB;%the%tungsten%electrode%
was%located%approximately%in%the%center%of%MNTB.%100=ms%tone%bursts%at%BF%(2.2kHz)%were%
presented%4/s%which%elicited%bursts%of%multiunit%firing.%At%a%point%during%the%10s%recording,%
the%laser%was%turned%on%at%40mW%to%activate%halorhodopsin%(green%boxes,%Figure%A1,%right%
panels)%and%multiunit%activity%was%reduced,%demonstrating%that%optogenetic%manipulation%
resulted%in%suppression%of%MNTB%activity%in%the%vicinity%of%the%electrode.%Data%from%several%
single%unit%activities%were%extracted%from%this%multiunit%data%with%offline%spike%sorting.%
Figure%A1%(bottom%right%panel)%shows%for%one%sorted%single%unit%reduced%neural%activity%
when%the%laser%was%on.%These%data%demonstrate%successful%optogenetic%suppression%of%
sound=driven%MNTB%activity%in=vivo.%%
Figure%A2%shows%ABRs%from%a%gerbil%transfected%with%halorhodopsin%constructs.%An%
optrode%was%placed%in%MNTB%(evidenced%by%contra%ear%only%modulation%of%responses)%with%
900Hz%BF.%Monaural%and%binaural%ABRs%were%obtained%with%narrowband%tone%pips%centered%
at%BF%with%and%without%optogenetic%manipulation%of%MNTB%activity.%The%amplitude%of%right%
ear%(Figure%A2=A),%but%not%the%left%ear%(Figure%A2=B),%monaural%ABR%wave%III%was%reduced%
when%the%contralateral%MNTB%(left%side)%firing%was%optically%silenced.%The%amplitude%of%DN1%
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Figure(A1:%MNTB%neurons%infected%with%adeno=associated%constructs%to%introduce%
optogenetic%proteins.%TOP%LEFT)(Portion%of%infected%MNTB.%Expressed%fusion%protein%shown%
in%yellow;%somata%labeled%with%fluorescent%Nissl.%A%large%percentage%of%MNTB%principal%
neurons%express%the%optogenetic%protein;%expression%is%especially%prominent%along%cell%
membrane%(halorhodopsin%is%a%transmembrane%protein).%BOTTOM%LEFT)(Single%MNTB%
neuron%expressing%optogenetic%protein%along%cell%membrane%of%the%soma%and%the%
axon/dendrites.%Heavy%labelling%suggests%very%high%levels%of%protein%expression.%The%label%
appears%‘dotted’,%indicating%single%or%clusters%of%channels%along%the%cell%membrane.%Scale%
bar,%20μm.%RIGHT)(Extracellular%multiunit%recording%from%MNTB%while%MNTB%firing%was%
optogenetically%suppressed.%The%top%right%panel%shows%sound%evoked%multiunit%activity%was%
partially%suppressed%when%halorhodopsin%constructs%were%activated%with%light%(green%
boxes).%The%bottom%right%panel%shows%raster%displays%of%singe%unit%firing%that%was%extracted%
from%the%multiunit%recording%offline.%%
% %
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Figure(A2:(Optogenetic%silencing%of%MNTB%alters%ABR%wave%characteristics.%ABRs%in%response%
to%BF%(900%Hz)%tone%pips%for%laser%OFF%(blue%trace)%and%during%1=2s%(yellow)%and%2=3s%(red)%
after%tuning%laser%ON.%Waves%I=V%are%labeled.%A)(Right%ear%ABR%peaks%III%and%V%are%reduced%
when%MNTB%contralateral%to%the%right%ear%was%optically%silenced.%B)(Left%ear%ABR%was%not%
altered.%C)(Binaural%ABR%wave%IV%was%reduced%by%the%laser.%D)(The%DN1%peak%of%the%BIC%was%
reduced%by%~20%%upon%silencing%MNTB.%
%
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was%reduced%by%~20%%when%MNTB%was%silenced%(Figure%A2=D),%implicating%a%role%for%
inhibition%from%MNTB%in%generating%the%BIC.%%
A1.4(Discussion(
% The%results%presented%here%clearly%demonstrate%the%feasibility%of%using%optogenetic%
experimentation%to%probe%the%brainstem%circuitry%underlying%BIC%DN1%generation,%through%a%
simultaneous%combination%of%optogenetic%silencing,%single=unit%recordings%and%evoked=
potential%ABR%recordings.%Furthermore,%and%perhaps%more%importantly,%the%results%
presented%here%provide%direct%evidence%for%the%involvement%of%an%MNTB=LSO%circuit%in%DN1%
generation.%After%finding%a%neuron%and%determining%its%best%frequency,%we%were%able%to%
successfully%demonstrate%optogenetic%silencing%of%neuronal%activity%in%response%to%laser%
illumination,%via%single=unit%recordings.%Immediately%thereafter,%we%recorded%ABR,%BIC%and%
DN1.%The%results%of%this%demonstrated%that%the%optogenetic%manipulation%was%modulating%
not%only%the%amplitudes%of%the%monaural%ABR%activity%resultant%from%the%affected%MNTB=LSO%
circuit%(without%affecting%the%other%side)%and%the%binaurally=evoked%wave%IV,%but%more%
importantly%this%silencing%of%MNTB%neurons%also%modulated%the%amplitude%of%the%BIC%DN1%
peak%by%reducing%inhibitory%output%to%the%LSO.%This%provides%direct%evidence%that%the%
excitatory=inhibitory%interactions%at%the%LSO%contribute%to%DN1%peak%generation,%specifically%
evidencing%that%an%EI%synaptic%process%is%a%significant%contributor%to%BIC%DN1%generation.%
It%should%be%noted%that%these%experiments%are%not%without%their%difficulties,%most%
notably%the%challenges%of%controlling%noise%under%conditions%where%multiple%pieces%of%
equipment%are%required%to%be%simultaneously%connected%and%active.%In%addition%to%
producing%noise,%the%complexity%of%grounding%pathways%becomes%significant.%Because%of%
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this,%only%one%experiment%was%successfully%completed%as%described%above,%and%repetition%of%
this%experiment%as%well%as%similar%others%in%the%LSO%and%MSO%will%be%required%to%provide%
more%a%more%complete%picture%of%the%mechanism%underlying%BIC%generation.%In%truth,%direct%
manipulation%of%the%LSO%is%perhaps%a%more%alluring%investigational%approach%to%the%
underlying%mechanism%of%BIC%generation,%but%optogenetic%silencing%of%the%LSO,%while%not%
dissimilar,%was%not%the%mastered%skill%that%was%immediately%possible%and%proven.%Also,%
additional%experiments%utilizing%more%complex%auditory%stimuli%are%needed.%Furthermore,%
only%a%portion%of%the%MNTB%was%silenced%in%the%experiment%described%above.%Future%
experiments%could%be%successful%in%silencing%an%entire%nucleus,%which%would%lead%to%a%more%
complete%understanding%of%MNTB%and%LSO%involvement%in%mechanisms%of%BIC%generation.%
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